This article studies a procedure that facilitates short-time, deterministic predictions of the wave-induced motion of a marine vessel, where it is understood that the future motion of the vessel is calculated ahead of time. Such predictions are valuable to assist in the execution of many marine operations (crane lifts, helicopter landings, etc.), as a specific prediction can be used to inform whether it is safe, or not, to carry out the particular operation within the nearest time horizon. The examined prediction procedure relies on observations of the correlation structure of the wave-induced response in study. Thus, predicted (future) values ahead of time for a given time history recording are computed through a mathematical combination of the sample autocorrelation function and previous measurements recorded just prior to the moment of action. Importantly, the procedure does not need input about the exciting wave system, and neither does it rely on off-line training. In the article, the prediction procedure is applied to experimental data obtained through model-scale tests, and the procedure's predictive performance is investigated for various irregular wave scenarios. The presented results show that predictions can be successfully made in a time horizon corresponding to about 8-9 wave periods ahead of current time (the moment of action). 48 dow needs to be obtained. The (sampled) ACF must represent a stationary 49 situation which, in time and properties, is so close to the current time that 50 the statistics and the correlation structure in the dynamical system have not 51 changed significantly. Thus, leaving the basic details for later, the prediction 52 procedure relies on a linear model based on the correlation structure, in terms 53 of the autocorrelation function, of the physical process in question together with 54 the most recent -past -measurement points. In this connection, it is important 55 to realise that the autocorrelation function is a direct measure of the physical 56 process' underlying memory effect; here due to the free surface oscillations of 57 the sea surface. Another property to keep in mind, when discussing a process's 58 3 memory and the autocorrelation function, is the fact that, for a stationary pro-59 cess, "... the autocorrelation function and the spectrum are transforms of each 60 other, (hence) they are mathematically equivalent" [21]. This fact is made di-61 rectly use of later, but, as a qualitative interpretation of the property, it means 62 that an infinitely narrow-banded process has infinitely long prediction horizon; 63 since the process has, in the extreme case, one single frequency component and, 64 hence, is described by a sine wave. The opposite is true for an infinitely broad-65 banded process (i.e. white noise), where the deterministic prediction horizon is 66 zero. 67 In a recent study, Nielsen and Jensen [22] investigated the procedure, [20], 68 to predict vessel responses up to 50 seconds ahead of current time. The study 69 [22] was focused on simulated time histories of a ship's wave-induced vertical 70 acceleration at the centreline at a longitudinal position forward of the COG. In 71 total, 20 × 60 minutes of measurements data were simulated, and predictions, 72 looking 50 seconds ahead, were made every 10 seconds within the single 60-73 minutes time strips. Hence, 7,200 (= 3,600s/10s × 20) sets of {predictions vs. 74 measurements} were analysed and statistically evaluated. The study showed 75 that predictions of the acceleration level could be successfully made up to 20 76 seconds ahead of time for most of the sets (about 85-90%); however, with pre-77 diction accuracy reducing beyond this time to a success rate of 10-20% at the 78 end of the prediction intervals (spanning 50 seconds). Various metrics were 79 derived to establish the statistical comparison between the predictions and the 80 (simulated) measurements but, obviously, there is no unique way of doing the 81 comparison of individual time history strips; a fact which also will be addressed 82 later in the present study.
Determinstic motion prediction, real-time, measurements, stationary process, sample autocorrelation function, conditional process 1. Introduction 1 Most marine operations require a high level of safety. This is also the case component -the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) for a recent time win-conditional process, conditioning X(t) on its prior values, is given by 144 X(t) ≡ E X(t)|X(t 0 ) = x 0 , X(t 1 ) = x 1 , ..., X(t n ) = x n = ∞ −∞ u · p(u|x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n )dx (1) where p(x|x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n ) is the conditional probability density function of X(t) 145 given X(t 0 ) = x 0 , X(t 1 ) = x 1 , ..., X(t n ) = x n . Since the probability den-146 sity function of X(t) is normal distributed, the conditional probability density 147 function will also be (multivariate) normal distributed, 148 p(x|x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n ) = ϕ x(t); µ n (t), σ n (t)
where ϕ(x; µ, σ) is the probability density function of a normal distributed vari-
with mean value µ and standard deviation σ. In the particular case, Eq.
(2), 151 the mean value and the standard deviation are themselves processes rather 152 than variables. Notably, the 'mean value' will be identical to the expected 153 mean variation, i.e. µ n (t) ≡ X(t), which is the very solution to the prediction 154 problem. The derivation of the explicit formula for X(t), generally expressed 155 in terms of n prior measured values of X(t), requires some algebra. Below, the 156 solution will be indicated only for the special case n = 1.
p(x(t)|x 0 , x 1 ) = p(x(t), x 0 , x 1 ) p(x 0 , x 1 )
Thus, the interest is in the marginal probability density functions, p x 0 , x 1 and 160 p x(t), x 0 , x 1 , which both are multivariate versions of the normal distribution. 161 For the k-variate case, with x being a vector of k elements, the expression reads
where Σ is the (auto)covariance matrix of p(x), and | · | denotes determinant. 163 In Eqs. (4)-(5) , the autocovariance matrices Σ 2 and Σ 3 for p x 0 , x 1 and 164 7 p x(t), x 0 , x 1 , respectively, are defined by
and, after insertion of the normalised time-dependent autocorrelation function 167 r(t),
where r(t) is given by, 170 r(t) = 1 m 0 E X(0)X(t)
introducing the variance in terms of the 0-th order spectral moment m 0 , and 171 noting r(t 1 − t) = r(t − t 1 ) for a stationary process. The i-th order spectral expressions for the two marginal probability density functions p x 0 , x 1 and 181 p x(t), x 0 , x 1 . Subsequently, substitution of these two expressions into Eq. (4) leads -through (algebraic) matrix multiplication -to an analytic expression for 183 the conditional probability density function p(x(t)|x 0 , x 1 ). On the other hand, 184 the assumption is that p(x(t)|x 0 , x 1 ) is given by a normal probability density 185 function, ϕ x(t); µ 1 (t), σ 1 (t) , with given processes for the mean value µ 1 (t) and 186 the standard deviation σ 1 (t), cf. Eqs.
(2) and (3). Hence, from the (explicit) 187 analytic expression of the conditional probability density function it is possible 188 to define analytic expressions for µ 1 (t) and σ 1 (t); keeping in mind that the 189 former yields the actual prediction in search, X(t) = µ 1 (t). Thus, the expected 190 mean variation, equivalently said the prediction ahead of current time t 0 , can 191 be calculated from 192
In the formula above, only the two most recent measurements, x 0 and x 1 , 193 are taken into account. In the general case with a set of n prior values, that is 194 n > 1, the formula for predictions ahead of time t 0 changes accordingly: 195 X(t) = r T (t)R −1 x (14) using matrix notation with the 'measurement vector' x = [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] T .
196
For at discrete set of (lagged) times, t k = k∆t, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n (i.e. t 0 = 0), the 197 autocorrelation vector r(t) and autocorrelation matrix R are,
where it is noted that the autocorrelation matrix is symmetric, with constant 200 elements on any diagonal, and with ones on the centre diagonal. The autocorre-201 lation (row) vector has length n + 1, while the autocorrelation (square) matrix 202 has dimension (n + 1) × (n + 1). For n = 1 it is evident that Eq. (14) A certain response has been monitored and recorded during a stationary pe-240 riod. Specifically, a time history recording of the past 30 minutes (see Figure 1 ) 241 has been used to estimate the response spectrum and the associated autocorre-242 lation function. Some three minutes later is considered as the current time, i.e.
243
"now", where a prediction ahead of time is made. Figure 1 shows the situation; 244 the upper plot is the 30-minutes time recording while the lower plot is a zoom 245 around the current time, which is taken to be three minutes later than the end 246 of the 30-minutes time history recording providing the underlying correlation 247 structure.
248
At time t 0 = 33.0 min., a value x 0 is measured and predictions ahead of ) predictive vectors is needed; a set that can be stored as a 261 matrix Y 20s,60s , which will be specific to the combination of T past and T predict .
262
As a consequence of the above "deduction", any new predictions, made also 263 60 seconds ahead of a 'new current time' being different from t 0 , can be made 264 by just changing x, since y has not changed; assuming no change in the corre-265 lation structure of the process at the new current time. More generally, from 266 the illustration-example, it is important to note (and to repeat) that in the 267 prediction procedure;
268
• the measurement vector (x t0 ) will be specific to the instant in time when 269 predictions are made,
270
• the autocorrelation function is specific only to the considered stationary 271 time history recording; and thus the (specific) autocorrelation matrix R, independent of the value of t 0 , can be used for predictions as long as 273 conditions remain in the same 'stationary settings',
274
• consequently, or similarly, any predictive vector y does not change with 275 the current time t 0 , whatever the value of t 0 , requiring just that t 0 is not 276 (very) far away, measured on a time scale, from the initial stationary time 277 history recording.
278
As a closing remark on the theoretical example, but focusing instead on the 279 practical application of a predicted response sequence, one means to exploit 280 such deterministic predictions (e.g., Fig. 1 ) is to provide the maximum and 281 minimum values of the predicted time sequence. That is, it may not necessarily 282 be important to know that, say, the heave motion will be +0.98 m, 28 seconds 283 ahead of current time. Rather it will be beneficial to know that it is likely 284 that the heave motion, during the next, say, 30 seconds, reaches a specific level 285 (plus/minus) that makes a particular operation unsafe to carry out. Obviously, 286 for a perfect prediction procedure the term 'likely' will be replaced by 'certain'.
287
Consequently, the evaluation of the prediction procedure could be a matter 288 of comparing just predicted max/min values to the corresponding measured 289 max/min values for given prediction sequences. However, as will be addressed in 290 the remaining sections, the evaluation is conducted significantly more thorough. the assumption is a Gaussian process, and therefore the Gaussian assumption 315 is kept herein. 
Experiments and motion measurements 334
The experimental tests have been run with Cybership 3 exposed to different 335 wave scenarios; in each case with the (irregular) sea state specified in terms of a 336 parameterised wave spectrum that has as input significant wave height H s and 337 peak period T p . The tests are made with different (relative) wave headings β, 338 and a summary of the experimental conditions are given in 
Case no. Spectrum
Hs
is following sea). It is decided to keep data in model scale throughout; this 344 includes all analyses and associated results.
345
The use of long-crested wave presumably does not influence the outcome of 
Finally, as the rightmost column in quence in applying different "amounts" of prior data, e.g. to consider the past 450 10 seconds versus 20 seconds of data, relative to current time t 0 , for making according to its definition in the time domain (Eq. 10). However, it is also 459 known that for zero-smoothing, the sample autocorrelation function may fail 460 to damp out according to expectation [21, 40] . Consequently, correlation may 461 appear to last (be present) for longer duration than is actually true, and some 462 smoothing is therefore necessary. On the other hand, if too much smoothing is 463 applied to the periodogram, correlation will appear to vanish after only a short 464 time, or equivalently said the sample ACF damps out too quickly.
to data using a Parzen window on the estimated autocovariance function and, hence, contributions from covariance at large lags, which are generally not re-468 liable, will be small or zero. Three versions of sample ACFs, all obtained from 469 exactly the same data, are visualised in Figure 5 ; with the underlying time 470 history recording and the amounts of smoothing identical to what was studied 471 previously ( Fig. 3) In summary, predictions will be made with the following settings, cf. Nielsen 481 and Jensen [22] , which apply to model scale:
482
• Predictions ahead of current time t 0 take into account N past measure-483 ment points (relative to t 0 ), where the value of N is equivalent to a time 484 period T past = 25T p with T p given in Table 1 . history recording in study.
• Finally, predictions will be made 7.5 seconds ahead of any current time depending on the case (T p ) in study.
493
These settings are applied to all time history recordings, cf. Tables 1 and 2 As a last visual comparison, see Figure 9 , the relative error between cor-553 responding set of heave sequences (prediction versus measurement), as seen in 554 Figure 7 , has been calculated for Case 2a; where normalisation is made with re-555 spect to the square root of the 0th-order spectral moment, cf. curves for all corresponding sequences are shown in Figure 9 as the blue (thin) 557 lines. Notably, the plot sheds light on four specific error curves (coloured in 558 green); namely, those four obtained by considering the prediction and measure-559 ment sequences shown in Figure 6 . Furthermore, the plot in Figure 9 includes Error curves Point-wise mean value Point-wise StD Figure 9 : Normalised error between prediction and measurement for all sequences of Case 2a.
plots in, for instance, Figures 6 and 8 always will be, to some degree, rather 577 subjective. On the other hand, it is not straight forward to define unique and 578 physically meaningful metrics to make comparisons from. This topic has been 579 discussed in several of other similar works, e.g. [41, 18, 13, 22] , and the mat-580 ter is, to some extent, an entire topic in its own right. In the present study, 581 attention is given to two metrics; the one taken as the Pearson Correlation Co-582 efficient, ρ, and the other taken as the Determination Coefficient, R 2 , defined 583 by, respectively,
Here, the former is a direct measure of the linear dependence (correlation) be- 
610
The correlation coefficient and the determination coefficient have been com-611 puted for every sequence (200 in total) within each of the test cases, cf. Table   612 1, and specific outcomes of the coefficients are included in Figure 6 , where the 613 values of ρ and R 2 are seen in the upper right-hand corner of each plot. Like-614 wise, the values of the metrics appear in the plots of the sequences visualised 615 in Appendix A. If focus is turned on all the sequences of Case 2a, the result 616 is presented in Figure 10 , and it is clear that the two coefficients, ρ and R 2 ,
617
show some variation with both higher and lower values, indicating sequences 618 with good agreement and the opposite, respectively, between predictions and 619 measurements. The similar plots of Cases 2b and 2c have been included in 620 Appendix C.
621 Table 3 presents the statistics of all cases, including results of roll and 622 pitch, with the mean value and the coefficient of variation (CoV = "standard 623 dev./mean") noted for the correlation coefficient and the determination coeffi-624 
Heave Roll Pitch
Case It can be argued that the results presented in Table 3 , i.e. the determi- 
632
For instance, Table 3 suggests that heave, on average, may be predicted most 633 accurately when the vessel faces the waves head sea (subcases 'a'), since the 634 correlation coefficient and the determination coefficient consistently attain the 635 highest average values in these cases; compared to headings off head sea (sub-636 cases 'b' and 'c'). An almost similar finding is observed for roll but not for 637 pitch. The table also reveals that roll of the three responses, for the considered 638 ship and sea states, can be predicted with the best accuracy. Albeit not shown 639 (directly), it is in itself interesting that significant roll is actually induced even 640 when the heading is straight head sea (and also slightly off). The physical expla-641 nation may be that some wave reflection occurs from the tank wall sides, and/or 642 the explanation may be because of the DP system. This issue is, however, not 643 considered any further in the present study but another should try to resolve 644 the "problem".
645
Previously, all the time history recordings were tested for their probability 646 distribution to be of a normal distribution type, cf. despite the theoretical formulation of the prediction procedure assumes that 654 data originates from a normal distributed process, cf. Lindgren [23] .
655
Another way to make use of the correlation coefficient and the determination 656 coefficient is to study their behaviour with the prediction horizon (ahead of 657 current time). This sort of analysis can be used to evaluate, in relative terms,
658
when predictions statistically will be less reliable. may be obtained for even larger horizons than considered in the present study; 675 leaving the actual investigation for a future study. 
692
The study herein was a direct continuation of earlier studies [20, 22] but, for 693 the first time, the prediction procedure has been applied to model-scale data.
694
The experimental data has been obtained from tests conducted at the 'MCLab' this time horizon is equivalent to about 8-9 wave periods ahead of current 707 time.
708
• The accuracy of predictions reduces as the prediction horizon is increased. 
717
• The accuracy of the prediction procedure is highly related to the correla-718 tion structure of the actual process, as the autocorrelation function is a 719 direct measure of the hydrodynamic memory in the system. Thus, smooth-720 ing of the autocorrelation function or, vice versa, the response spectrum 721 will be influencing the outcome of computed predictions.
722
• Albeit some smoothing must be applied to diminish the influence of co- 
